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I.—STATISTICAL SERIES.

1. Shanghai Customs Daily Returns.

Issued daily. All subscriptions to end 31st December. Subscription (payable strictly in advance):

Shanghai .................................. Shanghai Tls. 18 per annum.
Outports and abroad ........................ 20 "
Single copy ....................................... $0.10.

2. Customs Gazette.

1869 to 1913. Issued quarterly. Statistics of all ports in single volume. $2.

2. Quarterly Returns of Trade [formerly Customs Gazette].

Bi-lingual—Chinese and English.
1914 to 1919. Statistics of all ports in single volume. $2.

2 to 5. Trade Returns and Trade Reports.

Bi-lingual—Chinese and English.
1920 onwards:

Quarterly: Trade of each Port. Issued in separate port pamphlets, containing quarterly tables for Imports, Exports, Re-exports, with figures for the corresponding quarter of the preceding year, and Special tables (Tea, Silk, etc.)

January-March quarter .................................. $0.10 per pamphlet.
April-June " ..............................................
July-September " ...........................................
October-December " ...................................... $0.50 "

The April-June, July-September, and October-December pamphlets give also the cumulative figures from the 1st January to the end of the quarter concerned for the current and two preceding years. The October-December pamphlets contains, in addition, the ANNUAL TRADE REPORTS and the following ANNUAL TABLES: Revenue, Shipping, Values, Inland Transit, Treasure, Passenger Traffic, and Special tables, with comparative statistics for 10 years.
2 to 5. Trade Returns and Trade Reports—Cont.

Annual: Foreign Trade of China.


PART II.—Analysis of Trade (formerly Part III). Two volumes.

Vol. I.—Imports. $3.

” II.—Exports. With Appendices: (a.) Chinese Factory Products (from 1921) and (b.) Imports and Exports grouped according to the plan adopted by the Brussels International Conference on Commercial Statistics. $3.

3. Annual Returns of Trade.

Issued from 1859.

1859 to 1866. Separate Port Statistics $0.50 per pamphlet (some ports out of print).

1867 to 1901:

PART I.—Abstract of Foreign Trade of China. $1.

PART II.—Port Trade Statistics. $4.

4. Annual Reports on Trade.

Issued from 1864.

1865 to 1881. $5.

3 and 4. Annual Returns of Trade and Trade Reports.

Returns and Reports issued together from 1882.

1882 to 1903:


PART II.—Port Trade Statistics and Reports. $10.

1904:


PART II.—Port Trade Statistics and Reports:


” II.—Southern and Frontier Ports (Hangchow to Yatung), with Report on Working of Post Office. $5.

1905 to 1912:

3 and 4. Annual Returns of Trade and Trade Reports—Cont.

1905 to 1912:—

PART II.—Port Trade Statistics and Reports:
,, II.—Yangtze Ports (Chungking to Chinkiang). $2.
,, III.—Central Ports (Shanghai to Wenchow). $2.
,, IV.—Southern Coast Ports (Santuao to Pakhloi). $2.
,, V.—Frontier Ports (Lungchow to Yatung). $1.

PART III.—Analysis of Foreign Trade of China:
Vol. I.—Imports. $3.
,, II.—Exports. $2.

1913 to 1919 (bi-lingual version—Chinese and English):—


PART II.—Port Trade Statistics and Reports:
,, II.—Yangtze Ports (Chungking to Chinkiang). $2.
,, III.—Central Ports (Shanghai to Wenchow). $2.
,, IV.—Southern Coast Ports (Santuao to Pakhloi). $2.
,, V.—Frontier Ports (Lungchow to Tengyueh). $1.

PART III.—Analysis of Foreign Trade of China:
Vol. I.—Imports. $3.
,, II.—Exports: 1913; $2; 1914 to 1919, $3.

1920 onwards: Annual Trade Statistics and Reports (Part II above) issued in the October-December pamphlets of the Quarterly Returns—see page 3.

5. Annual Returns of Trade and Trade Reports: Chinese version.
Issued from 1889 to 1912. $1.

6. Decennial Reports.

Reports on the trade, industries, etc., of the ports open to foreign commerce and on the condition and development of the Treaty Port provinces, showing the increase, decrease, or change in trade, military and naval organisation means of transportation and communication, municipal and sanitary improvements, education, etc. The growth of the Chinese Press, Post Office, and Telegraphs; emigration and migration; prices of commodities and wages; famine, flood, plague and other epidemics are also extensively dealt with. Numerous maps, plans, and meteorological and other diagrams.

6. Decennial Reports—Cont.

Second Issue, 1892-1901 (in two volumes):

Vol. I.—Northern and Yangtze Ports (Newchwang to Soochow, not including Tientsin).

'' II.—Southern and Frontier Ports (Hangchow to Yangtung) and Tientsin. With Appendix: Trade Statistics, 1892-1901; Report on Working of Post Office, 1904.

Per volume, $12; cloth, $15.

Third Issue, 1902-11 (in three volumes):

Vol. I.—Northern and Yangtze Ports (Harbin to Chinkiang).

$5.

'' II.—Southern and Frontier Ports (Shanghai to Tengyueh). With Appendix: Trade Statistics, 1902-11. $5.

'' III.—Moukden. $0.50.

Fourth Issue, 1912-21 (in three volumes):

Vol. I.—Northern and Yangtze Ports (Harbin to Chinkiang).  $5.00

'' II.—Southern and Frontier Ports (Shanghai to Tengyueh). With Appendix: Trade Statistics, 1912-21. $5.00.

'' III.—Moukden. $0.50.

7. Native Customs Trade Returns.

No. 1.—Foochow, 1905. $0.25.

'' 2.—Tientsin, 1902. $0.25.

'' 3.—Quinquennial Reports and Returns, 1902-06. $1.
II.—TARIFFS, REGULATIONS, TREATIES.

8. Revised Import Tariff, 1922.
Tariff for the trade of China as revised by the Tariff Revision Commission. English and Chinese. Index. $1.

9. Export Tariff (General Tariff of 1853).

General Tariff of Import and Export Duties, including the lists of duty-free goods and of articles which are contraband or subject to special regulation. Published 1879. Out of print.

11. The Tariff Tables.
A set of tables showing the bearing of the Chinese Customs Tariff of 1858 on the trade of 1866 and 1867. Compiled from Returns of Imports and Exports and of native goods carried in foreign vessels for native consumption. Out of print.

12. The Tariff Tables, 1885.
A set of tables showing the bearing of the Chinese Customs Tariff of 1858 on the trade of 1885. Compiled from Returns of Imports and Exports carried in foreign vessels in 1885. Two volumes. $5.

13. Handbook of Customs Procedure at Shanghai.
A guide to the present practice of the Shanghai Customs, telling a merchant who wishes to pass goods through the Customs, or transact any other Customs business, exactly what he has to do. Published 1921. $5.

Provisional Rules for the issue and surrender of Outward Transit Passes at the port of Canton, 1897. $0.25.
15. Treaties, Conventions, etc., between China and Foreign States.

Treaties China has from the first made with foreign countries, Regulations drawn up to give effect to the provisions of those Treaties, and such explanatory papers as in this connexion have from time to time appeared and appear desirable to be preserved.


Second Edition (two volumes), published 1917. Agreements contained in the First Edition and those negotiated since 1908:


II.—Belgium, Sweden and Norway, Sweden, Germany, Portugal, Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Japan, Peru, Brazil, Congo Free State, Mexico, Korea.

Per volume, $20; two volumes, $35.
III.—CURRENCY BANKING AND TAXATION.

   A masterly treatise of facts collected from Chinese books and journals and from Customs publications. By J. Edkins, D.D. Published 1901. $3.

   Paper prepared by F. E. Woodruff, Commissioner of Customs, on China's Defective Currency, with remedial suggestions. Published 1895. $0.50.

18. Banking and Prices in China.
   By J. Edkins, D.D. The veteran sinologue was engaged on this work at the time of his death on the 23rd April 1905. Though incomplete, it is given to the public on account of the historical information of great value to be found in its pages. Published 1905. $2.

19. Railways and Inland Taxation.
   Memoranda prepared by R. E. Bredon, Commissioner of Customs, for His Excellency Chang Chih-Tung, Viceroy of Hu Kwang. Published 1897. Out of print.

20. Revenue and Taxation of the Chinese Empire.
   An exhaustive survey of receipts and expenditure, loan subscriptions, indemnities, land taxation, revenue from salt and like, etc. Index. By J. Edkins, D.D. Published 1903. $3.

   Paper prepared by H. B. Morse, Commissioner of Customs and Statistical Secretary. Published 1904. $0.25.

22. Land Tax.
   The Inspector General of Customs' suggestions re Collection, Appropriation, etc.: 1. What Land Tax might yield; 2. How Land Tax might be collected; 3. What Land Tax could provide for; 4. Recapitulation, etc. Published 1904. $1.
23. **The Principal Article of Chinese Commerce.**

With a description of the origin, appearance, characteristics, and general properties of each commodity; an account of the methods of preparation or manufacture; together with various tests, etc., by means of which the different products may be readily identified. Complete in one volume. By Ernest Watson, Chinese Customs Service. Published 1923. $10.

24. **List of Chinese Medicines.**

List of the things that the Customs pass as "Medicines," i.e., roots, barks and husks, twigs and leaves, flowers, seeds and fruits, grasses, insects, etc., with the name in English or Latin, place of production, and value. Published 1889. $3.

25. **Medical Reports.**

Reports of Chinese Customs Medical Officers on the local peculiarities of disease and upon diseases rarely or never encountered of China. From First Issue, 1871, to Eightieth Issue, Issue, 1910. $1 to $2, according to size.

26. **Medicines, etc., exported from Hankow and the other Yangtze Ports, with Tariff of Approximate Values.**

A collection of valuable information, presented in a condensed and convenient form, for the use of Examining Officers of the Chinese Customs service, By R. Braun. Third Issue, 1917. $1.

27. **Piece Goods Manual.**

Fabrics described; Textile, Knit Goods, Weaving Terms, etc., explained; with Notes on the Classification of Samples. By A. E. Blanco. Illustrations of the various Weaves. Index. Published 1917. $2.50.

28. **Piece Goods Duty Index.**

With notes on the checking of Piece Goods Invoices and tables showing the rates of duty applicable to overlengths and over-widths. Compiled as an aid to members of the Chinese Maritime Customs Service by A. E. Blanco. Published 1920. $1.

29. **Chinese Jute.**

Memorandum on the Jute and Hemp of China, by Dr. Augustine Henry. Published 1891. $0.50.

30. **Native Opium.**

Published 1864. Out of print.
31. Opium.

Reports of Commissioners of Customs on the subject of opium-smoking in China, with an Introductory Note by the Inspector General of Customs on the results of the inquiry instituted to answer the question "Opium in China: how many smokers does the Foreign drug supply?" Published 1881. Out of print.

32. Native (Chinese) Opium, 1887.

Information supplied by the Commissioners of Customs in accordance with instructions received from the Inspector General. With Appendix: Native Opium, 1863. $1.

33. Opium Crude and Prepared.

Reports sent by Commissioners of Customs to the Inspector General embodying replies to queries concerning values, duty practice, and the result of the boiling or preparing process of the various kinds of Opium. Published 1888. $1.

34. Opium: Historical Note; or The Poppy in China.

By Dr. Edkins. Published 1889. Out of print.

35. Opium Trade: March Quarter, 1889.

Reports from Commissioners of Customs with digest showing: 1. The effect of the equalisation of likin on the distribution of Foreign Opium in China; 2. The competition of Native Opium with Foreign Opium; 3. National disasters in 1888, from floods and dearth, as causing a decline in the consumption of Foreign Opium in 1889; 4. The enhanced price of Indian Opium caused by a bad harvest in India, and its consequences on Chinese consumption; 5. Smuggling as a cause in the decline in the receipts of Foreign Opium duty; 6. The tendency of Indian Opium to decline because, old smokers dying off, the younger generation of smokers, accustomed to Native Opium, may not take to Indian Opium. $0.50.


Tables showing the quantities of Silk of Local Production shipped from each Treaty Port to other Treaty Ports in China and to Foreign Countries; and the quantities of Silk exported from China to Foreign Countries. Out of print.

37. Wild Silkworm Culture in South-eastern Manchuria.

Memorandum prepared by Lewis S. Palen, Acting Commissioner of Customs. Published 1908. $0.25.
38. Silk.

Reports of Commissioners of Customs on the production and manufacture of Silk in China. Published 1881 (out of print). Reprinted 1917, to which is added a treatise on Manchurian Tussore Silk by Norman Shaw, B.A., and some useful statistics. Beautiful coloured plates. $6.


Prepared by Ho Chee Fai, Chinese Customs Service. Published 1922. $1.25.

40. The Soya Bean of Manchuria.

A treatise on the Soya Bean Industry in Manchuria, by Norman Shaw, B.A., Chinese Customs Service. Coloured plates, map showing Bean Districts of Manchuria, and diagram showing Monthly Values at Dairen of Beans, Bean Oil, and Bean Cake, 1907-10. $1.50.

41. Tea, 1898.


42. Contents of a Portable Sample Case.

Describing a method of arranging in a portable case a collection of samples of commodities met with in China, with the Chinese name, value, and description of numerous specimens collected. By M. Finlayson, Chinese Customs Service. Published 1923. $2.
CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE OF CUSTOMS PUBLICATIONS.

V.—SEA, RIVERS, CHARTS, ETC.

Report prepared for the Chinese Government by its Delegates—Captain A. M. Bisbee, Coast Inspector and Harbour Master, Chinese Maritime Customs; and Commander Chen Ngan-tao and Lieutenant Chia Ni-hsi, officers of the Chinese Navy. $0.50.

44. Chinese Life-boats, etc.
Reports of Commissioners of Customs in reply to the Inspector General's inquiry respecting the means existing for the rescue of shipwrecked persons and the protection of shipwrecked property. Published 1889. $2.


46. Predicted Tides for Side Saddle.
Tables computed and prepared at the Coast Inspector's Office, Shanghai, by S. V. Mills, Deputy Coast Inspector and Cartographer, and Lieutenants T. P. Liu and T. Chen, of the Chinese Navy. Published annually. $2.

47. Chinese Steam and Motor Vessels of 100 Tons Gross and Over.
List of Vessels registered at the various ports in China, giving the names of the owners and particulars of tonnage, dimensions, etc., of each vessel. Published annually. $1.

48. Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea.
Published by order of the Chinese Government. English and Chinese. $1.

49. Sound Trials of Sirens.
Report on Sound Trials of the Sirens at the South-east and North-east Promontories, made from seaward on the Chinese Customs revenue steamer Pingching, 1895. $0.50.

50. Chinese Lighthouse Chart.
Showing the position of the Light-stations on the China Coast. Compiled from British Admiralty Charts by H. C. Muller, Coast Inspector's Office, Shanghai, 1894.
51. List of Chinese Lighthouses, etc.: English version.

A complete list of the Lighthouses, Light-vessels, Buoys, and Beacons on the Coast and Rivers of China. With Chart of the China Coast, showing positions of Light-stations. Published annually, corrected to 1st December. $1.

52. List of Chinese Lighthouses, etc.: Chinese version

Translation of No. 51. $1.

Rules for the Use of Laodahs in Charge of Customs Launches.

English and Chinese. By H. G. Myhre, Harbour Master, Shanghai. Published 1919. $0.50.

53. Typhoon Anchorages.

Customs revenue steamer Commanders' Reports regarding the various anchorages regarded as safe in times of storm or typhoon in the waters round about Hongkong. Admiralty Chart No. 1466, with names of places in Chinese and their English or Cantonese equivalents; also alphabetical list of names on the Chart. $0.50.

54. Chart of Amoy Inner Harbour.

Out of print.

55. Notices to Mariners.

Coast Notices issued by the Coast Inspector and published annually by the Customs authorities in China. $0.50.

56. Ichang to Chungking, 1890.


57. Yangtze Regulations, 1898, and Yangtze Port Customs Regulations.

English and Chinese. $0.50.

58. Names of Places on the China Coast and the Yangtze River.

Names of places, with Customs district, prefecture, and sub-prefecture. Compiled in the Coast Inspector's Office, Shanghai. Second Issue, 9/4. $1.

59. Notes on the Hwang-ho, or Yellow River.

By Captain W. F. Tyler, Coast Inspector, including extracts from a Report on the condition of the South Bank immediately below Lo-K'ou. Coloured plates, maps, and diagrams. Published 1906. $1.

A "first aid" to Shipmasters about to navigate the Upper Yangtze between Ichang and Chungking. By Captain S. C. Plant, River Inspector. Illustrations showing steamer and junk tracks, methods of navigating the rapids, mooring, etc. Published 1920. $3.


Notes by the Commissioner of Customs on the local conditions of the business quarter of the city and the mooring grounds, etc. $0.50.


Despatches to the Inspector General of Customs from R. E. Breedon, Commissioner, Canton, recording the state of affairs existing at the time the West River was opened to Foreign Trade. $2.

63. West River Regulations, 1904, and Kongmoon Customs Regulations, 1904. $0.50.

64. Woosung Inner Bar.


Mr. E. V. Brennan's Memoranda of the plant employed on the Woosung Inner Bar Dredging Operations and the progress of dredging of Woosung Bar, 1889-90. General review of the causes which led to the undertaking of the removal by dredging of the Woosung, Bar, and of the success of the operations. $0.50.

66. The Tsokiang.


67. Record of Trip in North-east Kiangsu.
By F. J. Mayers, Commissioner of Customs. Illustrated. Two Maps. Published 1921. $1.50.

68. Notes on Trade Routes in Western Yunnan.
Paper prepared by H. G. Fletcher, Assistant-in-Charge of the Tengy Customs. Seven Maps. Published 1919. $1.
VI.—LANGUAGE.

69. Manuel de la Langue Mandarine.

Ou recueil idéologique en chinois, français et anglais des termes, locutions et idiotismes de la langue mandarine du nord. By A. T. Pirx. English text by M. C. H. Oliver, M.A. Published 1895. $15.

70. Yü Yen Tzu Erh Chi.


71. Nanking Kuan-hua.

Essay on the difficulties with regard to pronunciation and tones which students generally experience when beginning to learn the Nanking kuan-hua. By K. Hämeling. Published 1902. $1.


A new and practical arrangement of four-character metaphors, containing much which has not previously been fully explained by other writers and covering a very wide range of Celestial imagery in modern use, derived from the life and legends of the Chinese; it is designed to be an aid in Chinese composition or English translation and an index of Chinese thought in general. By C. A. S. Williams, Chinese Customs Service. $4.


Fundamentally a Dictionary of the standard Chinese spoken language or kuan-hua; but it also comprises new words, terms used in all branches of science, technical, military, naval, missionary, religious, commercial, political, legal, documentary, book, newspaper, etc., terms, and other expressions needed by translators. By K. Hämeling, Ph.D. Published 1916. $25.
VII.—MISCELLANEOUS.

74. The Korean Government.


76. Treaties, Regulations, etc., between Korea and other Powers, 1876-83.

Treaties, Conventions, Agreements, Regulations, and other State Papers referring to the foreign relations of Korea. Printed in chronological order in the languages in which they are drawn up. An English translation accompanies those of which an English version did not form part of the official text. With Alphabetical Index. Out of print.

76. Gauging.

Handbook for the use of Customs Examiners in calculating the capacity of barrels or casks with a view to ascertaining the quantity of their contents. By A. P. C. Hicks, Chinese Customs Service. Published 1909. $0.50.

77. Notarial Acts.

Rules, By-laws, and Forms of Protest regarding Notarial Acts to be performed by Commissioners of Customs for Chinese merchants and shipping, for the people and vessels of non-Treaty Powers, and for others consularly unrepresented, who may be in need of such assistance. With Chinese version. Second Issue, 1888. $0.50.

78. Text Book of Modern Documentary Chinese.


79. Alphabetical Index of Imperial Post Offices.

Index of Post Offices and Postal Agencies under the Administration of the Chinese Imperial Post, April 1903. With Supplementary Index, January 1904. Out of print.
80. **Glossary of the Principal Chinese Expression occurring in Postal Documents.**

A collection of the various phrases and technical terms which are constantly met with in the Chinese versions of Postal publications and correspondence on Postal matters. By J. W. H. Ferguson. Index. Published 1906. $1.

81. **Anglo-Chinese Calendar Card.**

Showing the Gregorian and Lunar Calendars in parallel columns, also Customs holidays. Issued annually. $0.10.

82. **Etiquette in Chinese Official Intercourse.**

Handbook on the correct procedure with regard to official calls and dinners. By Li Mou-hsun. Published 1912. $0.50.

83. **Chinese Music.**

A terse account of Chinese Music, describing the differences between Chinese and Western Music, and adding some details never before published. By J. A. Van Aalst. Illustrated. Published 1884. $3.
VIII.—EXHIBITIONS.

84. Ten Years' Statistics, 1863-72.
Trade Statistics of the Treaty Ports of China, specially compiled for the Austro-Hungarian Universal Exhibition, Vienna, 1873, to illustrate the International exchange of products. $0.50 per port pamphlet.

85. Vienna Exhibition, 1873, Catalogue.
A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles of the Chinese Customs collection. Out of print.

86. Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876, Catalogue.
A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles of the Chinese Customs collection. Out of print.

87. Paris Exhibition, 1878, Catalogue.
A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Article of the Chinese Customs collection. French. $5.

88. Berlin Fishery Exhibition, 1880, Catalogue.
Chinese exhibit illustrative of the fishery of the waters of Ningpo, with a description of the objects exhibited. Out of print.

89. London Fisheries Exhibition, 1883, Catalogue.
Chinese exhibit illustrative of the fishery of the waters of Swatow, with some things specially ordered from Ichang, Ningpo, and Formosa. $1.

90. London Health Exhibition, 1884, Catalogue.
A list of exhibits illustrating features of Chinese life in respect of education, music, dress, furniture, locomotion, cookery, shopkeeping, etc. Illustrated. $0.50.

91. New Orleans Exposition, 1884-5, Catalogue.
A list of articles of the Chinese Customs collection, with Introduction descriptive of the Cotton Industry in China. $1.
92. Paris Exhibition, 1900, Catalogue.

A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles exhibited in the Chinese section. $1.

93. Hanoi Exhibition, 1902 Catalogue.

A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles exhibited in the Chinese section. French. $1.

94. Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904, Catalogue.

A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles exhibited in the Chinese section. $2.

95. Liége Exhibition, 1905, Catalogue.

A complete list of the Samples, Specimens, and Miscellaneous Articles exhibited in the Chinese section. French. $1.
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS.

I.—STATISTICAL SERIES. Pages 3 to 6.

2 to 5. Trade Returns and Trade Reports.

For "1920 onwards" read "1920 to 1922."

1923 onwards:

Quarterly: Trade of each Port. Issued as for 1920 to 1922, except that the October-December pamphlets no longer contain the ANNUAL TRADE REPORTS or the ANNUAL TABLES and are sold at $0.10 per pamphlet.

3 and 4. Annual Returns of Trade and Trade Reports.

For "1920 onwards" read "1920 to 1922."

1923 onwards, issued in separate port pamphlets containing the ANNUAL TRADE REPORTS and the ANNUAL TABLES formerly included in the October-December pamphlets of the Quarterly Returns, $0.40 per pamphlet.

6. Decennial Reports.

Fourth Issue, 1912-21 (in two volumes):

Vol. I. — Northern and Yangtze Ports (Harbin to Chinkiang). $5.


SUNDARY PUBLICATIONS. Page 18.

Handbook of Customs Procedure at Shanghai: Addenda et Corrigenda. $0.50.

The following Publications, in addition to those indicated in the Catalogue are out of print:

II.—SPECIAL SERIES.

2. Medical Reports, Issues 1, 3, 4, 27 and 29.


33. The Tsokiang.

35. Record of Trip in North-East Kiangsu.

38. The Principal Articles of Chinese Commerce.

III.—MISCELLANEOUS SERIES.


SUNDARY PUBLICATIONS.

Chinese Currency.


Rules for the Use of Laodahs in Charges of Customs Launches.
IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Publications of Chinese Maritime Customs are the only real valuable documentary books on China market.
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